
UXITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUlMBIA 

In the Matter of the Search of 
(Name, address or brief description of person, property, or premises to be searched) 

Electronic mail stored in account kingbadger7latl APPLICATION tU\SD AFFIDAVIT 
aol[dotlcom, controlled by America Online, Inc., SEARCH WARRANT 
2200 AOL Way, Dulles, VA 20166 

$ 8 - 7  2 4 - M - C J  
CASE NUMBER: 

(Further described below) 

I Marlo Arredondo being duly sworn depose and say: 

I am a (n )Sgec i a l  A ~ e n t  with the Federal Bureau of Investigation and have reason to believe 
(Official Titlc) 

that (name, description and or location) 

011 the property or premises known as email account kingbadger7@aol.coni, controlled by America Online, Inc, 
2200 AOL Wav, Dulles, VA 20166 

in the Eastern District of Virginia, there is now concealed a certain person or property, namely (dcscrihe he person or property 
ro Ibc scnrcl~ed) 

all information pertaining to ihis account. including storeti data. TP atitlresses. and electronic Inail. 
dcscrihecl morc fully in .Attachment .4. 

which is (stntc one or morc bases Ibl. search and seizure set Ibt.111 wder  Kule -I I (c)  ot'the Federal Rules ol'Crimiria1 l'rocedure) 

evidence relevant to the comnlission of an act of terrorism, including the use of a weapon of mass 
destruction (anthrax) and the murder and attempt to murder officers and employees of the United States. 

concerning a violation of Title 18 United States Code United States Code, Section(s) 2332a and 1114 . The facts 
to support a finding of Probable Cause are as follows: 

SEE ATTACHED AFFIDAVIT HEREIN INCORPORATED BY REFERENCE AS IF FULLY RESTATED HEREIN 

Continued on the attached sheet and made a vart hereof. x YES NO 

Rachel Carlson Lieber, AUSA k;\& u - .  i \I1xidJrfb& 
US Attorney's Office. Washington. DC S~gnature ot .Affiant 

(202)202-353-8055 Mario Arredondo, Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Sworn to b e f o r  me, 2nd subscribed in my presence 
- _a. 

. . at Washington, D.C. (Pursuant to the domestic terrorism search 
Date 

. .. 
.. . 

Name and Titic o i  Tudiciai Officer 



..IFFIDAVIT IN SVPBORT OF 
APPLICATION FOR SEARCH WARR4iiT 

1: Marlo Arredondo, being first duly sworn, hereby depose and st& as fn!!ows: 

A. Introduction and Agent Background 

I make this affidavit in support of an application for a search warrant for certain accounts 
controlled by the free web-based electronic mail service provider known as 
(1) Yahoo!, Inc. (Yahoo!), located at 701 First Avenue, Building D, Sunnyvale, California 
94089; (2) America Online, Inc. (AOL), 2200 AOL Way, Dulles, VA 20166; and (3) MSN 
Hotmail Micrososft Corp. (MSN Hotmail), 1065 La Avenida, Building 4, Mountain View, 
California 94043. The accounts to be searched at Yahoo! are: 

jimmyflathead[at]yahoo[dot]com; and 
~ t ] y a h o o [ d o t ] c o m  

The account to be searched at AOL is: 

The account to be searched at MSN Hotmail is: 

These accounts are li~~-ther described in the following paras-~phs and in Attachment A. 
."s set forth 2le:-ein, there is probable causc to be!ie.<c chat JII thc ~ o i i i ~ u t c r  S ~ ~ S ~ C I I I S  cf'r'alloo!, 
,40L. and MSN Hotmail, there exists evidence, Sruits, and instrumentalities of violations of Title 
IS. United States Code. Sections 2332 and 2332a. 

I am a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of I~~vestigation (FBI) and have been so 
employed for approximately two years. As a Special Agent of the FBI, I investigate a crime 
involving the dissemination of a Weapon of Mass Destruction (anthrax) in violation of Title 18, 
United States Code. Sections 2332(a) and 11 14. The definitions provided herein are based on 
my knowledge and experience as an FBI Agent, and consultations with other criminal 
investigators. 

The FBI and the U.S. Postal Inspection Service (hereinafter Task Force) investigation of 
the anthrax attacks of 2001 has led to the identification of Dr. Bruce Edwards Ivins, a1 anthrax 
researcher at the U.S. A m y  Medical Research Institute for Infectious Diseases (USAMRID), 
Fort Detrick, Maryland, as a person necessitating further investigation for several reasons: (1) 
At the time of the attaclts, he was the custodian of a large flask of highly purified anthrax spores 
that possess certain genetic mutations identical to the anthrax used in the attacks; (2) Ivins has 
been unable to give investigators an adequate explanation for his late night work hours for which 
he was the only person in the laboratory around the time of both anthrax mailings; (3) Ivins is 
believed to have submitted false samples of antlrax from his lab to the FBI for forensic analysis 



in order to mislead investisators; (4) at the time of the attacks, lvins was under pressure at work 
to assist a privatz company that had lost its FDA approval to produce an anthrax vaccine the 
Army needed for Lr.S. troops, and which Ivins believed was essential for the anthrax program at 
USAMRID: and ( 5 )  lvins sent an e-mail to @ a few days before the 
anthrax attacks warning-that "Bin Laden terrorists for sure have anthrax and sarin gas" and 
have ''just decreed death to all Jews and all Americans," language similar to the anthrax letters 
warning "WE HAVE THIS A N T H R U  . . . DEATH TO AMERICA . . . DEATH TO ISRAEL." 

The Task Force submits that a search of the Subject e-mail accounts may reveal 
documentary evidence that will assist the investigation by linking Dr. Bruce Edwards Ivins to the 
anthrax mailings and identify conspirators involved in the attacks. The search is for computer 
files., e-mail accounts, or documentary evidence as more hl ly described in Attachment A to the 
search warrants, affixed to this affidavit. 

In my training and experience, I have learned that Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail are 
companies that provide free web-based Internet electronic mail (e-mail) access to the general 
public, and that stored electronic communications, including opened and unopened e-mail for 
subscribers to these services may be located on the computers of Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN 
Hotmail. Further, I am aware that computers located at Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail 
contain information and other stored electronic communications belonging to unrelated third 
parties. Accordingly, this affidavit and application for search warrants seeks authorization solely 
to search the computer accounts andlor files and following the procedures described herein and 
in .4ttachment A. 

B. Search !Procedure 

In nrder tc fi~cilitate seizure !?v !aw rnforcement zf the records 2nd isfennation described 
in Attachment A, this affidavit and application for seal-ch warrant seek authorization to pernlit 
e~nployees of Yahoo!. .40L, and MSN Hotmail to assist agents in the execution of this warrant. 
In executing this warrant. the following procedures will be implemented: 

a. The search warrant will be presented to Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail 
personnel who will be directed to isolate those accounts and files described in Attachment A; 

b. In order to minimize any disruption of computer service to innocent third 
parties, Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail employees and/or law enforcement personnel trained 
in the operation of computers will create an exact duplicate of the computer accounts and files 
described in Attachment A, including an exact duplicate of all information stored in the 
computer accounts and files described in Attachment A; 

c. Yahoo!, AOL, and lMSN Hotmail employees will provide the exact duplicate 
in electronic f o ~ h  or paper copy of the accounts and tiles described in Attachment A and all 
information stored in those accounts and files to the agent who serves this search warrant; and 



d. Law enforcement personnel will thereafter review all information and records 
received fiorn Hotmail employees to determine the infolmation to be seized by law enforcement 
personnel pursuant to Artachment A. 

C .  Background Regarding Computers, the Internet, and E-Mail 

The term "computer" as used herein is defined in 18 U.S.C. tj 1030(e)(l), and includes an 
electronic, magnetic, optical, electrochemical, or other high speed data processing device 
performing logical, arithmetic, or storage functions, and includes any data storage facility or 
communications facility directly related to or operating in conjunction with such device. 

I have had both training and experience in the investigation of computer-related crimes. 
Based on my training, experience and knowledge, I know the following: 

a. The Internet is a worldwide network of computer systems operated by 
governrnenta.1 entities, corporations, and universities. In order to access the Internet, an 
individual computer user must subscribe to an access provider, which operates a host computer 
system with direct access to the Internet. The world wide web ("www") is a functionality of the 
Internet which allows users of the Internet to share information; 

b. With a computer connected to the Internet, an individual computer user can 
make electronic contact with millions of computers around the world. This connection can be 
made by any number of means, including modem, local area network, wireless and numerous 
other methods; and 

c. E-mail is a popular !onn of transmitting messages and!or files in an electronic 
environment betweer! computer 1-~sers. When 311 individual computer user sends e-mail. it is 
initiated at the user's computer, transmitted to the subscriber's mail server, then transmitted to its 
final destination. '4 server is a computer that is attached to a dedicated networlt and serves many 
users. An e-mail server may allow users to post and read messages and to communicate via 
electronic means. 

D. Yahoo!, .AOL, and MSNHotmail 

Based on my training and experience, I have learned the following about Yahoo!, AOL, 
and MSN Hotmail: 

Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail provide e-mail services which are available free of 
charge to Internet users. Subscribers obtain an account by registering- on the Internet with 
Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail. Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail requests subscribers to 
provide basic information such as name, gender, ZIP code, and other personalJbiographica1 
inforn~ation. However, neither Yahoo!, AOL. nor MSN Hotmail verify the information 
provided; 



Yahoo!. AOL. and MSN Hotmail maintain electronic records pertaining to the 
individuals and companies for which they maintain subscriber accounts. These records include 
account access information, e-mail transaction information, and account application information; 

Subscribers to Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail may access their accounts on servers 
maintained andor  owned by Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail kom any computer connected to 
the Internet located anywhere in the world; 

Any e-mail that is sent to a Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail subscriber is stored in the 
subscriber's "mail box" on the providers servers until the subscriber deletes the e-mail or the 
subscriber's mailbox exceeds storage limits preset by Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotrnail. If the 
message is not deleted by the subscriber, the account is below the maximum limit, and the 
subscriber accesses the account periodically, that message can remain on the providers' servers 
indefinitely; 

When the subscriber sends an e-mail, it is initiated at the user's computer, transferred via 
the Internet to Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail's servers, and then transmitted to its end 
destination. Users have the option of saving a copy of the e-mail sent. Unless the sender of the 
e-mail specifically deletes the e-mail from the Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail server, the e-mail 
can remain on the system indefinitely. The sender can delete the stored e-mail message thereby 
eliminating it from the e-mail box maintained at the provider, but that message will remain in the 
recipient's e-mail box unless the recipient deletes it as well or unless the recipient's account is 
subject to account size limitations; 

.4 Yahoo!. .'?OL, or MSN Hotmail subscriber can store files. including e-mails and image 
LiIes, on senlers maintained and/or owned by the provider: and 

E-mails and image files stored by a Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotrnail subscriber may not 
necessarily be located in the subscriber's home computer. The subscriber [nay store e-mails 
and/or other files on the provider's server when there is insufficient storage space in the 
subscriber's computer and/or when heishe does not wish to maintain them in the computer in 
hisiher residence. A search of the files in the computer in the subscriber's residence, or in a 
portable computer, will not necessarily uncover the files that the subscriber has stored on the 
Yahoo!, AOI,, or MSN Hotmail server. 

As a federal agent, I am trained and experienced in identifying cornnlunications relevant 
to the crimes under investigation. The personnel of Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail are not. I 
also know that the manner in which the data is preserved and analyzed may be critical to the 
successful prosecution of any case based upon this evidence. Computer Forensic Examiners are 
trained to handle digital evidence. Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotrnail employees are not. It 
would be inappropriate and impractical, however, for federal agents to search the vast computer 
network of Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail for the relevant accounts and then to analyze the 
contents of those accounts on the premises of Yahoo!. AOL, and MSN Hotmail. The impact on 
Yahoo!, AOI,, and MSN Hotmail's business would be severe; 



Tn order to accomp!ish the objective of the search wanar?t with a minixurn of 
interference with the business activities of Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail, to protect the rights 
of the subject of the investigation and to effectively pursue this investigation, authority is sought 
to allow Yahoo!, AOL: and MSN Hotmail to make a digital copy of the entire contents nf  the 
information subject to seizure specified in Attachment A. That copy will be provided to m e  or to 
any authorized federal agent.. The contents will then be analyzed to identify records and 
information subject to seizure pursuant to Attachment A; and 

Executing a warrant to search a Yahoo!, AOL, or MSN Hotmail e-mail account requires 
an approach similar to the standard approach for executing a warrant to search papers stored in a 
file cabinet. Searching the subject e-mail account in this case for evidence of the target crimes 
will require that agents cursorily inspect all e-mails produced by Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN 
Hotmail in order to ascertain which contain evidence of those crimes, just as it necessary for 
agents executing a warrant to search a filing cabinet to conduct a preliminary inspection of  its 
entire contents in order to determine the documents which fall within the scope of the warrant. 
In addition, keyword searches alone are inadequate to ensure that law enforcement can discover 
all information subject to seizure pursuant to Attachment A. Keywords search text, but many 
common electronic mail, database and spreadsheet applications files (which files may have been 
attached to electronic mail) do not store data as searchable text. 

E. Stored Wire and Electronic Communication Access 

Title 18. United States Code. Chapter 131, Sections 3701 tlu-ough 271 1,  is entitled 
"Stored Wire and Electronic Communicatio~is and Transactional Records Access." 

3. Title IS. United States Code. Section 17(13!a) provides. in part: 

A govemniental entity [nay require the disclosure by a provider of 
electronic communication service of the contents of a wire or 
electronic con~munication, that is in electronic storage in an 
electronic communications system for one hundred and eighty 
days or less, only pursuant to a warrant issued using the procedures 
described in the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure by a court 
with jurisdiction over the offense under investigation or equivalent 
State warrant. A governmental entity may require the disclosure by 
a provider of electronic communications services of the contents of 
a wire or electronic communication that has been in electronic 
storage in an electronic communications system for more than one 
hundred and eighty days by the means available under subsection 
(b) of this section. 

b. Title 18, United States Code, Section 2703(b) provides, in part: 

( I )  A governnlental entity may require a provider of remote 
cornputillg service to disclose the contents of any electronic 



comr?,unicatior, to which this paragraph is made applicable by 
paragraph (2) of this subsection - 

(A) without required notice to the subscriber 9r 

customer, if the governmental entity obtains a 
warrant issued under the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure or equivalent State warrant.. . 

(2) Paragraph (1) is applicable with respect to any electronic 
communication that is held or maintained on that service - 

(A) on behalf of, and received by means of 
electronic transmission fi-om (or created by means 
of computer processing of communications 
received by means of electronic transmission fi-om), 
a subscriber or customer of such remote computing 
service; and 
(B) Solely for the purpose of providing storage or 
computer processing services to such subscriber or 
customer, if the provider is not authorized to access 
the contents of any such communications for 
purposes of providing any services other than 
storage or computer processin,o. 

c. The govel-nment may also obtain I-ecol-ds and other information 
pertaining to ;1 subscriber to or customer of elec~ronic co~nrnunication s e ~ ~ i c c  or remote c o m p u t i i l ~  
S C I ~ : ~ C ~  by y~.:;:y OSA search .*valTan!. 13 U.S.C. $ 3703(c)(i)(l4). No licjtice to Lhs subscriber oi- 
customer is required. LS U.S.C. 3 3703(c)(3). 



d. Tit!e ! 8, LTniteC! Stztes Code, Section 371 1.  provides, in part: 

-4s used in this chapter - 

(1) the terms defined in section 2510 of this title 
have, respectively, the definitions given such terms 
in that section; and 

(2) the term "remote computing service" means the 
provision to the public of computer storage or 
processing services by means of an electronic 
comrnunications system. 

e. Title 18, United States Code, Section 25 10, provides, in part: 

(8) "contents," when used with respect to any wire, 
oral, or electronic communication, includes any 
information concerning the substance, purport, or 
meaning of that communication; . . . 

(14) "electronic communications system" means 
any wire, radio, electromagnetic, photooptical or 
~liotoelectronic facilities for the transmission of 
electronic commu~lications. and any computer 
fzcilities or related electronic equipment for the 
electronic storage of such communicatious: . . . 

( 15) "electro~lic communication service" means any 
service whicl~ provides to users thereof the ability to 
send or receive wire or electronic communications; 

(1 7) "electronic storage" means -- 

(A) any temporary, intermediate storage 
of a wire or electronic communication incidental 
to the electronic transmission thereof; and 

(B) any storage of such communication by an electronic communication service for purposes of 
backup protection of such communication. 



As discussed below, there is probable cause to believe that a search of the 
aforementioned e-mail addresses may resu!t in the co!!ec.tion of evidence re!evant to 21 ongoing 
criminal investigation into the dissemination of a Weapon of Mass Destruction (anthrax) through 
the U.S. mail system in September 2001 and October, 2001 in violation of Title 18, United States 
Code, Sections 2332(a) and 11 14, w!ich killed five people and infected at least 17 others. 
Additionally, it is believed that Dr. Bruce Edwards Ivins has taken steps to possibly obstruct the 
investigation. The reasons are set forth in this affidavit: 

1. Overview 

More specifically, this affiant submits that a search of these e-mail accounts may reveal 
(1) details of the subject's work and familiarity with anthrax; ( 2 )  explanations ofhow anthrax 
fforn the subject's laboratory could have been used in the 2001 attacks; (3) the subject's prior 
cornrnunications with members of Congress and the news media; (4) false names and aliases 
used by the subject; ( 5 )  evidence linking the subject to the address from which the anthrax letters 
were mailed in Princeton, New Jersey; and (6) evidence of the subject's use of the U.S. mail 
system to send packages under assumed names. 

a. Factual Background 

In Septelnbcr and gctober; 2001, a1 least five envelopes containing significant quantities 
of Bncilllrs c~~~tli~*ncis,  were mailed to persons in the District of Columbia, New York City, and 
Boca Raron. Florida, in violation of Title 1s. iinited States Code, Section 2332(a), whic!l 
urohibits Ihe use of A I~Veapon ot';l/lass Destruction. Bacillus ~rnr1~1.acis is a Weapon of Mass 
Destructicn because i t  is ;l bac:cria and "Sic1ogicr;l agent" capablc of caiising death, discase, and 
other biological maifilnction in humans and certain other animals as defined in Title 18, United 
Slates Code, Section 175. BacilIris clntl1lncis is classitied as a Select Agent, which requires 
special handling and contai~lment protocols as governed by the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta. The disease caused by Bncill~is czrztltracis is known as anthrax, 
subsequently these terms will be used interchangeably. The letters were addressed to members 
of the national media and to the Capitol Hill offices of two United States Senators located in the 
District of Columbia. Each of the envelopes contained a handwritten note referencing "9-1 1-01" 
and warning "WE HAVE THIS ANTHRAX. YOU DIE NOW. ARE YOU AFRAID? DEATH 
TO AMEFUCA," "DEATH TO ISRAEL," and "ALLAH IS GREAT." The two letters addressed 
to Capitol Hill had fictitious return addresses. The return address read, "4th GRADE," 
"GREENDALE SCHOOL," "FRANKLIN PARK NJ 08852." 

At least 22 victims contracted anthrax as a result of the mailings. Eleven individuals 
contracted inhalational anthrax (developed from inhaling Bacilltis alzthracis spores) and another 
1 1 people suffered cutaneous anthrax (contracted tlxough the skin). Five of the inhalational 
victims eventually died from their infection: (1) Robert Stevenson, 63, photo editor, American 
Media hc. ,  Boca Raton, Florida, died on 10/5/2001; (2) Thomas L. Moms, Jr., 55, postal 
worker, Brentwood Post Office, Washington. D.C., died on 10/31/2001; (3) Joseph P. Curseen, 
Jr., 47. postal worker. Brentwood Post Office: Washington, D.C.? died on 10/22/2001; (4) Kathy 



T. NglLlyen, 6!, hospital ernployee,>Jew Yorli City, died on 10/3 1'3001; azd ( 5 )  Ottilie 
Lundgren, 94, Oxford, Connecticut, died on 1 1/21/2001, h o t h e r  3 1 persons tested positive for 
exposure to anthrax spores. All of the exposures and cases of infection are attributed to the 
anthrax mai!ings, based on their tin?in,o, their !ocation, the ?!ace ~f emp!oyment of each 
individual infected, and the identity of the strain of anthrax found in each letter and in the bodies 
of the five deceased victims. 

The CDC examined isolates of the Bacilltis anthracis extracted from the powder 
contained in the letters and compared it to body fluid samples collected from the five decedents. 
The CDC has determined that the strain of Bacillus anthracis found in each decedent's body is 
the same strain of anthrax found in the threat letters mentioned above. This particular strain is 
commonly known as the Arnes strain of Bacilltls anthmcis. 

Law enforcement officials have spoken to biological experts who have knowledge and 
training in the field of infectious diseases including anthrax. According to these individuals, 
quantities of Bacillus anthracis can be produced in a scientific laboratory, such as those found at 
universities, military research facilities, or other research institutions. Culturing anthrax and 
working safely with dried anthrax spores requires specific training and expertise in technical 
fields such as biochemistry or microbiology. It also requires access to particular laboratory 
equipment such as a lyophilizer or other drying device, biological safety cabinet or other 
containment device, incubator, centrifuge, fermentor, and various personal protective gear, all of 
which Dr. Ivins had readily accessible to him through his employment at USAMRIID. 

b. Determination of Origin of Anthrax Contained in 2001. 
Mailings 

The ;:lail attac!is are Sc!ie-:zd :c have G C C ~ ~ T C ~  ci11 ~ ' J Y ~ O  scparate cccasions. ~.iihich arc 
delineated by the postmark dates on the recovered letters. Letters used in the first attack were 
postmarlied on 09/15/2001 and were focused to media establishments located in the New Yorlc 
area. Three weeks later, letters postmarked 10/0!9/2001 were sent to two U.S. Senators in 
Washington, D.C. 

In order to fully characterize the threat letters and their contents, the Task Force has 
conducted numerous physical (phenotypic) and genetic (genotypic) analyses. Physical 
comparison of the spore powders taken from the media letters versus the Senate letters reveals 
obvious differences and also significant similarities. 

c. Genetic Analysis of the Anthrax Used in the Attacks 

Upon visual inspection of the Bacillz~s nnthrncis organisms used in the mail attacks, 
researchers have discovered numerous phenotypic variations, which distinguish it from the 
original Anles anthrax isolated in 198 1, which is the earliest known sample. The phenotypic 
variations were identified as differences in morphology (e.g. shape, color, texture) from the 
original ,4nles anthrax. Changes in morphology can be attributed to individual genetic mutations 
within the Bacillus nrzthr-acis DNA. As a whole, the collection of all of the genetic mutations 
found in the antl.11-ax used in the 2001 mailings, serve to provide a "DNA fingerprint" which can 



ar~d has been used to i~~vestigate othei- iZrnzs isolates collected fi-om laboratcries pcssessing the 
-4mes strain. Four individual, highly sensitive, and specific molecular assays capable of 
detecting four of the genetic mutations discovered in the Bacillrrs antlzr-acis used in the mail 
attacks have been develcped LIC! validated. 

Following the mailings, 16 domestic government, commercial, and university 
laboratories that had virulent Arnes strain Bacillus alzthracis in their inventories ~ r i o r  to the 

received h i e s  strain Bucilltts anthracis isolates or samples from all 16 domestic laboratories, as 
well as from laboratories in Canada, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. All total, the Task Force 
has obtained more than 1000 isolates of the Arnes strain of Bacillus anthracis fkom these 
laboratories and archived these isolates in the FBI Bacillus lrlnfhracis Repository (hereinafter 
FBIR). 

The four aforementioned molecular assays have been applied to each of the more than 
1000 Bacillus anthracis samples contained within the FBIR. Of the more than 1000 FBIR 
samples, only eight were determined to contain all four genetic mutations. 

The 'Task Force investigation has determined that each of the eight isolates in the FBIR is 
directly related to a single Bacillzts antlzrncis Arnes strain spore batch, identified as RMR-1029. 
RhlR-!029 was stored in the R3 biocontainn~ent suite within Rui!ding !325 of U S _ U R D .  
Access to the suite is afforded only to those personnel .r;vho are approved by the USAMRIID 
Security, Safety, and Specini I~nmunizations Program to have the recluired baclig~ound check. 
ktining, and meclical protection (vaccination or personal prolective eqiiiprnent (PPE)). RY4R - 
!029 was i011lpi1ed iil 1997 by Zr. Ivins, the sole zreator and custodian. 

d. Identification of Collection Box a t  10 Nassau Street 

Informatioil gathered to date suggests that all of the lethal anthrax letters were mailed 
from a single street collection box located at 10 Nassau Street, in Princeton, New Jersey. The 
letters were postmarked on either September 18, 2001 or October 9, 2001 at the same Hamilton 
Township Regional Postal Facility in Hamilton, New Jersey. The collection box on Nassau 
Street was identified through forensic biological swabbing of every U.S. Postal Service drop box 
that collects mail to be processed at the Hamilton facility. 

2. Dr. Bruce Edwards Ivins 

Dr. Bnlce Edwards Ivins is a senior microbiologist who has worked for 27 years in the 
Bacteriology Division at USAMRUD. The Task Force investigation has revealed that Dr. Ivins 
is considered an expert in the growth, sporulation, and purification of Bacilltls anthracis. Dr. 
Ivins obtained a Bachelor of Science degree in Bacteriology in 1968, a Master of Science degree 
in Microbiology in 1971, and n Doctorate of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree in Microbiology in 1976, 
all From the University of Cincinnati. Dr. Ivins then completed a two year Post-doctoral 
Fellowship at the University of North Carolina (UNC), Chapel Hill. 



-4 revie:il nFTJS.4-WFJD r~cords, !aborato~-y r,orehocks, writter! protocols, and 
profess~onai publicatioils have shown that Dr. Ivins has worked with Baczllzts nrrclzr-ucis at 
USAMRIID since 1980. He has personally conducted and supervised .Qes anthrax spore 
productions for over two decades. At the time of the anthrax mailings, Dr. Ivins possessed 
extensive lmowledge of various anthrax production protocols. Dr. Ivins was adept at 
manipulating anthrax production and purification variables to maximize sporulation and improve 
the quality of anthrax spore preparations. He also understood anthrax aerosolization dosage 
rates and the importance of purity, consistency, and spore particle size due to his responsibility 
for providing liquid anthrax spore preparations for animal aerosol challenges. Dr. Ivins 
produced large batches of Bacillt~s aizthracis which were required for such challenges - tests in 
which vaccinated animals inhale pre-defined doses of anthrax spores to assess the efficacy of the 
anthrax vaccine. 

Dr. Ivins's 20 years of working in the laboratories of USAMRlID provided him personal, 
hands-on laboratory experience in the production of liquid spore preparations of Bacillus 
antlzracis. He has used lyophilizers, biological safety cabinets, incubators, and centrifuges in 
vaccine research. Such devices are considered essential for the production of the highly purified; 
powdered anthrax used in the Fall 2001 mailings. Dr. Ivins was also very experienced in 
conducting laboratory work in a containment area and well versed in decontamination 
procedures specifically for Bncillzls arztlzracis. Dr. Ivins's employment at USPLMRIlD also 
provided protection against antlvax infection at the time of the mailings due to his extensive and 
current antluax vaccination history. 

a. Unexplained Late Night Laboratory  Access 

I;SXR/TRITD containment Suite B3 is a Siolo$cal Safety Level-3 (BSL-3) suite oS 
!at.crztc;ries x e d  by C'S,i2.IIt 'E Sactcriolog;: pc:sol?ne! fcr rcsearc!l on dangerous animal and 
human pathogens. The flask identified 3s RMR-1029 was stored in Sulte B3 at the time of the 
letter attacks. Suite access is oblained via a Security Access Control (SAC) badge reader at the 
door to the cold-side change room, which is secured by a magnetic-loclr. A researcher must pass 
through the change room in order to go in or out of the suite. A central security system monitors 
and records a time stamp for each SAC badge and keypad request. 

A review of Dr. Ivins's laboratory access records for Building 1425 was assessed to 
determine trends in working hours and evening times (after 6 p.m.) spent in Suite B3. His 
regular working hours on average consisted of a 7:30 a.m. to 4:45 p.m. shift, but he would 
periodically return in the evenings, presumably to check on the status of various experiments. 
Beginning in mid-August 2001, however, there was a noticeable spike in Dr. Ivins's evening 
access to the B3 Suite. 

The investigation examined Dr. Ivins's laboratory activity immediately before and after 
the window of opportunity for the mailing of the media letters to New York which began at 5:00 
p.m. Monday, September 17. 2001 and ended at noon on Tuesday, September IS, 2001. 
Beginning on Friday, September 14. Dr. Ivins worked the following t h e e  consecutive evenings 
prior to the rnailings with time spent in Suite B3: 



Dav Date Time in Building 1435 Total Time in £37 
Fuday Sepiember 14 5:54 p.m. to 1222 a.m. 2 hours 15 minutes 
Saturday September 15 8:05 p.m. to 1 1 :59 p.m. 2 hours 15 minutes 
Sunday September 16 6:38 p.m. to 9:52 p.m. 2 hours 15 minutes. 

After September 16, Dr. Ivins did not enter Suite B3 in the evening again until September 25 

The investigation further examined Dr. Ivins's laboratory activity before and after the 
window of opportunity for the mailing of the Senate letters to Washington, D.C. which began at 
3:00 p.m. Sa.turday, October 6,2001, and ended at noon on Tuesday, October 9, 2001. 
Beginning on September 28, Dr. Ivins worked eight consecutive nights which consisted of the 
following times in building 1425 with time spent in Suite B3: 

Day 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 

Date 
September 28 
September 29 
September 30 
October 1 
October 2 
October 3 
October 4 
October 5 

Time in Buildinc 1425 
7: 16 p.m. to 10:59 p.m. 
8:02 p.m. to 11: 18 p.m. 
9 5 3  p.m. to 12:04 a.m. 
9: 14 p.m. to 10:43 p.m. 
7:24 p.m. to 9:39 p.m. 
7:25 p.m. to 10:55 p.m. 
6: 10 p.m. to 10:I2 p.m. 
7:40 p.m. to 12:43 a.m. 

Total Time in B3 
1 hour 42 minutes 
1 hour 20 minutes 
1 hour 18 minutes 
20 minutes 
23 minutes 
2 hours 59 minutes 
3 hours 33 minutes 
3 hours 42 minutes 

After October 5, Dr. Ivins did not enter Suite B3 in the evening again until October 9, for 15 
minutes, and then October 13, for one hour and 26 minutes. 

The investi,rr?ticn !us a!so 3::aIy~ed t!?e daily schedules, ..vork areas accessed, and :he 
nulnber of hours worked per week of all other researchers assiLaed to the Bacteriology Division 
who had access to Suite B3 during the months of September and October 2001. When these 
records are compared to Dr. Ivins for the same period, Dr. Ivins's habits are siglificantly 
different than those of the other researchers, in that he was frequently in Suite B3, where 
RMR-1029 was kept, late at night and on weekends when no other researchers were present in 
Suite B3. Additionally, while Dr. Ivins was in Suite B3 at night, no other US AMRIID employee 
was present. 

On March 3 1, 2005, Dr. Ivins was asked by the FBI about his access to Suite B3 and 
could provide no legitimate reason for the extended hours, other than "home was not good" and 
he went there "to escape" from his life at home. A review of Dr. Ivins's and co-workers' 
laboratory notebooks and projects at the times in question was conducted and determined that 
Dr. Ivins's role in the experiments were minimal, and did not justify the time he spent in B3. 
Dr. Ivins has admitted to investigators that the research he was conducting in 2001 did not 
require, and does not explain, his late night hours in the B-3 laboratory around the time period of 
the anthrax mailings. 



Since 1)1=~d~cing antku-2:: spore preparations cvzs cnc of Er. Iviiis's piliicipal 
responsibilities at USAMUID, he had n~ultiple and unfettered opportunities to produce or divel-t 
Aries strain spores for illegitimate purposes. His access to Suite B3 and USL&IRI~D afforded 
a!! of the equipmefit and contai~ment faci!ities which would ha.::: been needed t~ prepare the 
anthrax and letters used in the Fall 2001 attacks. 

b. Failure to Cooperate in Providing Laboratory Samples 

Dr. Ivins provided two sets of samples of Arnes anthrax to 
BI were drawn from RMR-1029. In the first submission in 

February 2002, Dr. Ivins failed to follow the protocol 
subsequently notified that the February 2002 samples ilure to follow 
the protocol. A second set of samples, labeled "Dugway Arnes spores - 1997" was provided to 
the FBIR by Dr. Ivins in April of 2002. Dr. Ivins declared that he used the terms "Dugway 
Ames spores - 1997" and RMR-1029 interchangeably, as they are the same flask of material. 
Both of the April RbIR-1029 samples were submitted Tor genetic testing and found to bt: 
l-regative for the presence of the four mutations found in the anthrax used in the attacks. 

2 n  Decenlber 12. 3003. an FBI Special Agent ~~ccornpanied Dr. Ivins in:o Suite B3 at 
I!S,?h!RIE 2nd identified ~dditional Xnles sarllulzs of'Cr. Ivins's and ocllers i h a ~  had i l u ~  been 
submitted as part of the above mentione .-I Dr. Lvins subn~ilted slants 
prepared fiom the newly identified samples ro tiic ,, IR an April 7, 2004. 

On the afternoon of April 7. 2004, an FBI Special Agent accompanied Dr. Ivins into 
Suite B3, and seized th6 original samples Dr. Ivins had used to prepare the slants submitted to 
the FBIR earlier that day. Additionally, the Agent seized the RMR-1029 flask itself. All of the 
samples were secured in the B3 walk-in cold room within a double-locked safe, and sealed with 
evidence tape until such time that they could be transported to the Navy Medical Research 
Center (NMRC), which was under contract by the FBI. 

On June 17,2004, RMR- 1029 and the additional Arnes samples were submitted to the 
FBIR, by the NMRC, under the direction of the FBI. Samples of these FBIR submissions were 
sent to the same contracting laboratories for genetic testing. The sample labeled RMR-1029 
tested positive for all four genetic markers, therefore, manifesting the genetic characteristics 
common to the evidence. 

On V[arch 3 1 ,  3005, Dr. Ivins w 
provided to the FBIR on April 10, 20 
to be geneticalIy distinct from the ant 



materia! reccvered by the FEI frmi the R$/IR-!C\29 flask seized from Dr. Ivins's lab on April 7, 
2004. Dr. tvins was confronted with this and was asked to explain why he did not submit the 
genetically positive sample which was clearly responsiv 
adamant i n  his response that there had been no omissior, 
insisted that he had indeed provided RMR-1029 to the 
in April 2002. Which was improbable given the presence of all four genetic mutations found in 
the MR-1029  sample that the FBI seized. 

c. Knowledge That His Stock of Anthrax Matched the Anthrax 
Used in the Attack 

On March 3 1,2005, when Dr. Ivins was informed by FBI agents that RMR-1029 shared 
genetic similarities with the Ames strain used in the mailings, he indicated that he was already 
aware of this information. Dr. Ivins explained that many months to a year prior, FRI Special 
Agent (SA) Darin Steele told him that RMR-1029 matched the evidence. 

SA Steele denied having the conversation described by Dr. Ivins above. 4 s  indicated in 
previous paragraphs, the RMR-1029 submission provided by Dr. Ivins in April 2002 did not 
match genetically or phenotypically. Therefore, neither SA Steele nor any other member of the 
Task Force could make a comparison between the Ames strain used in the mailing and RMR- 
1029, until after the June 17, 2004 submission and subsequent laboratory analysis. 

1V1en interviewed again on May 7 !  2007, Dr. lvins told ii~vestigators that, within t!xee 
months of the letter attacks. he was aware that his stock of anthrax, RMR-1039, exhibited 
mo~pholoyical similarities to the anthrax used i r i  the attacks. and that he allegedly leanled this 
information born three coworkers at TJS.Ah!RiID wht. participated in the fcrensic ailall~sis of the 
1lctl.3-as in :he letters. Ezch of : ~ G S C  tlu-ee cowcjrliers *..as inicrviewecl by iht: Task Force, and 
deny disclosing such infom~ation to Dr. Ivins. 

Over the course of this investigation, Dr. Ivins has been repeatedly interviewed and had 
open access to the law enforce~lle~lt personnel responsible for investigating the anthrax attacks. 
During none of these interactions did Dr. Ivins ever indicate he had knowledge that RMR-1029 
had phenotypic similarities to the material used in the anthrax attacks, nor did he suggest that 
investigators analyze RMR-1029. To the contrary, Dr. Ivins repeatedly named other researchers 
as possible mailers, and claimed that the anthrax used in the attacks resembled that of another 
researcher at USAMRID and were dissimilar to the Bacillzls antlzracis Ames organisms 
maintained in his laboratory, which included RMR-1029. 



7 4. Dr. I ~ i ~ s ' s  Use sf E-mzil 

a. Use of E-mail to Discuss his Anthrax Research 

(1) The E-mail Account: bruce.ivins@us.army.mil or 
bruce.ivins@amedd.army.mil 

Utilizing Microsoft Exchange, USAMRIlD provides e-mail communication for it's 
employees. In addition to Dr. Ivins's name being present in the e-mail address, further 
investigation has shown that Dr. Ivins, referenced through out this document, utilizes this 
account. Hundreds of e-mail communications have been obtained showing Ivins's previous and 
present day use of this account. 

Beginning shortly after the first Gulf War and through 2001, USAMRIID and Dr. Ivins 
were the focus of public criticism concerning the introduction of a squalene adjuvant (or 
additive) to the AVA anthrax vaccine, which was blamed for the Gulf War Syndrome. In 2000 
and 2001, as evident by the e-mail excerpts below, that same anthrax vaccine was having ' 

problems in the production phase at Bioport, a private company in Michigan responsible for 
manufacturing the vaccine. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had suspended further 
production at Bioport, and the U.S. government, specifically the Department of Defense, was 
running out of approved lots of the vaccine. The situation placed pressure on select staff 
members at USAMRIID, including Dr. Ivins, who were part of the Anthrax Potency Integrated 
Product Team (TPT). The put-pose of the P T  was to assist in the resolution of technical issues 
that was plaguing Bioport's production of approved lots of the vaccines. 

The i'ollowing are excespts froin 2-iuails dated .April 1000 illrough Sep~eriibes 300! . !i-0111 
Dr. :c.iils tc; 2 :i-icl;d rcgardillg ;vor!;: 

June 28, 2000, "Apparently Gore (and maybe even Bush) is 
considering making the anthrax vaccine for the military voluntary, 
or even stopping the program. Unfortunately, since the BioPort 
people aren't scientists, the task of solving their problem has fallen 
on us. . . . . Believe me, with all the stress of home and work, your 
e-mail letters to me are valuable beyond what you would ever 
imagine - and they help me keep my sanity.. . ." 

June 29,2000, "BioPort just tested its final lot of AVA 
[anthrax vaccine] in a potency test. If it doesn't pass, then there are 
no more lots to test, and the program will come to a halt. That's 
bad for everyone concerned, including us. I'm sure that blame will 
be spread around." 

July 6, 2000. 1 think the **** is about to hit the 
fan.. .bigtime. The final lot of AVA, lot 22, isn't passing the 
potency test, and now there's nothing to back it up. Plus, the 



co~tro! vzccine isn'!.wcrking. It's just s f i ~ e  mess. , b re spending probably 95% of our time on this." 

Augllst 29, 2000, e r e  10% of the 
Bacteriology Division. If we suit, the anthrax uroeram and - - . , L u 

BioPort would go down the drain. I'm not boasting,- but the 
three of us have a combined total of 52 years of research 
experience with anthrax. You just can't-go out and find someone 
lik-ith their knowledge, skill and abilities. Ain't 
gonna happen." 

September 7, 2001, "I was taken off the Special 
Immunization Program because of what happened last spring, and 
I've just gotten back on it, getting my anthrax and Yellow fever 
shots. We are currently finishing up the last of the AVA, and 
when that is gone, there's nothing to replace it with. I don't know 
what will happen to the research programs and hot suite work until 
we get a new lo here are no approved lots currently available 
at BioPort. . . . 6 .. as been having us have biweekly meetings 
on the rPA vaccine progress, and on August 29 I went to the 
Pentagon - first time there - to go to a meeting in his place on the 
vaccil~e. There is a real bag of worms witha new lot of rPA 
produced by the BDP (a private company) for NCT, who is under 
contract to USAMRUD. BDP signed 3. sub-contract with to 
produce the sP,\ Tor 3 human use vaccine Phase I trial. They were 
paid and lhey produced it. Now they are refi~sillg to release It 
:~nless :I:e Amiy pays scme inci-edible sum of mtjncy for iav;suit 
inde~illlification (about $200.000 per year for the next 50 years). 
The -&my ref~~ses  to do that of course, and everything is in 
Limbo." 

In the weeks immediately prior to the attacks, Dr. Ivins became aware that an 
investigative journalist who had submitted Freedom of Information Act (FOLA) requests to 
USAMRIID seeking detailed information from Dr. Ivins's laboratory notebooks as they related 
to the AVA vaccine and the use of adjuvants. On August 28,200 1, Dr. Ivins appeared angry 
about the request providing the following response in an e-mail: "Tell Matsumoto to kiss my 
ass. We've got better things to do than shine his shoes and pee on command. He's gotten 
everything from me he will get." In the mid-1990'~~ Matsomoto wrote an article that scrutinized 
Dr. Ivins and the use of adjuvants. 

In early 3002, shortly after the anthrax letter attacks, the FDA re-approved the vaccine 
for human use, production at Bioport resumed, and anthrax research at USAMRIID continued 
without inte~ruption. In 2003. Ivins received "the highest 11011or given to Defense Department 
civilians at a Pentagon ceremony on March 14, 2003" for his work in "gettins the antlx-ax 
vaccine back into production." 



NIP 

b. Vse qf  E-rrrai! and Fa!se Names to Facilitate an Obsession with 
a Sorority Group Linked to the Location of the Anthras 
Mailings 

Early investigations revealed the e-mail account Kingbadger7@aol.com as belonging to 
Dr. Ivins. Ln November of 2006 a pen resister was established on this account revealing several 
e-mail communications between four e-mail addresses: Kingbadger7@aol.com, 
bruce.ivins@amedd.arrny.mil, goldenphoenix1 1 1 @hotmail.com, and 
jimmyflathead@yahoo.com. 

January 16,2008, Dr. Ivins informed investigators that he has used the following e-mail 
address names: Kingbadger7, jimmyflathead, 1 1, and Bigsky. 
Additionally, he has used several aliases to include Ed Ivings, and Bruce 
Ivings. 

(1) Use of False Names 

In March, 2007,-identified four communications that it had previously received 
From Dr. Ivins. 0 does not personally know Dr. Ivins but has repeatedly corresponded with 
him by mail. In the letters, Dr. Ivins expressed his support for w o r k  and an interest in 
sororitv hazing. One of the sororities in which he ex~ressed an interest was identified as K a ~ o a  

are familiar with each other. On July 30, 2007, was intenliewed 
regarding P.O. Box 1 103, located at College Estates Station, Frederick, Maryland 21702. The 
P.O. Box application (PS Form 1093) revealed that Dr. Ivins rented P.O. Box 1103 on November 
12, 1993, also listed on the P.O. Box application card to receive mail is the name o m  

-was shown the P.O. Box application and stated that it had never rented a P.O. Box 
dnnvhere and had never met. nor had anv social or ~rofessional association with, a Dr. Ivins. 
However, recognized the name ~ L c e  Ivins decause -had previouslymentioned his 
name. Th ayrnent on the P.O. Box was made on November 13,2004. A review of 
Change of Address records revealed that P.O. Box 11 03 was closed on December 30,2005 and 
no forwarding address was provided. 

-indicated to -hat Dr. Ivins harassed it in the past, and believed that 
was ii-~ghtened of Dr. Iv~ns, resulting from unspecified incidents that occurred prior to 
m e e t l n g m -  



The investigation has shown that over the past 24 years, Dr. h ins  was h ~ o w n  to have 
utilized at least two Post Office (P.O.) Boxes to communicate with members of the public, to 
pursue obsessions, and possibly engage in the u~lauthorized use of another person's name. The 
use of the P.O. Boxes is significant because the post office where Dr. lvins Frequented and 
maintained a P.O. Box was located at the College Estates Station, Frederick, Maryland 21702. 
Investigations have revealed that the envelopes used in anthrax mailings all contained similar 
print defects. Analyses of the U.S. Postal System records indicate that the above Post Office 
received 1000 envelopes from the same batch of envelopes that contained the unique print 
defects. 

(2) Use of Personal E-mail to Discuss KKG 

The following will show how Dr. Ivins defines the depths of his obsession and 
knowledge of the sorority KKG. Additionally, as previously described above, the letters used in 
the 2001 anthrax mailings were mailed from a blue collection box located at 10 Nassau Street, 
Princeton, New Jersey. The sorority, KKG, has an office at 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, New 
Jersey, located on the same side of the street and approximately 60 feet to the right from the blue 
collection box. 

(a) The E-mail Account: 
goldenphoenixll l@hotmail.com 

bivestigations into the above e-mail account revealed that Dr. lvins was the owner said 
account. Pen register information has revealed activity on this account from April 14, 2007 
tliro~igli November 30. 7007. -nfornlation from Notniail provided the following 
user identification for :he above c - ~ ~ i a i  I adclress: 

Login: 
Name: 
Address: 
Account Created: 

goldenphoenix 1 1 1@?ot1naiI.com 
Golden Phoenix 
Maryland 2 1702 
October 0 1, 2006 

A search of the internet for postings under goldenphoenixl 1 1 identified the following 
posting dated February 20,2007, .on a website at www.abovetopesecret.com: 

Wildswan, you are quite right about what you said about 
KKG. If people look hard enough and dig hard enough, have 
fiiends, relatives, perhaps financial resources, etc., then they can 
pretty much find out about whatever GLO [Greek Letter 
Organization] they want. Kappas are noted for being lovely, 
highly intelligent campus leaders. Unfortunately, they labeled me 
as an enemy decades ago. and I can only abide by their "Fabvah" 
on me. I like individual Kappas eno~mously, and love being 
around them. I never choose an enemy, but they've been after me 
since the 1960s, and REALLY after me since the late 1970s. At 
one time in my life, I h e w  more about KKG than any non-Kappa 



that had ever !ived. 'LTnfert~!r,atc!~~!'ve fcrwtten a a lot. I've reac! 
the history of KKG that was written several decades ago about its 
founding. Question for you: Did your chapter use the combined 
service, or did you separate yol-~r services into the "RedRoom and 
WhiteRoom"? did you use special blue or white blindfolds? You 
can reach me at goldenphoenixl I l@hotmail.com ... as a phoenix 
rises from its ashes ... 

(b) The E-mail Account: 
jimmyflathead@yahoo.com 

Pen register information has revealed activity on the above account from November 04, 
2006 through November 29, 2007. -information from Yahoo! provided the 
following account information for the above e-mail address: 

Login Name: jimmyflathead 
Alternate E-mail Address: Kingbadger7@aol.com 
Full Name: Mr. Ed Irving 
Address: Frederick, MD 2 1 702 
Account Created: October 13, 2005 

Lnvestigations have revealed instances when this account was used in association with 
IVikipedia to further his obsession with TCKG. 'Wiltipedia is an on-line co1:zction of informatin11 
created by the contributions of Wikipedia users. Anyone {nay contribute to an entry, or article, 
once they set up a Wikipedia account 2nd user nanle. The articles on Wikipedia are similar to an 
enc:~clopcdia entry, however. the infom~ation contributed is not verified and may not be factual. 
Ezch Wi!tipedia article has a ,iisc:~ssicn page for contributors lo post comments 13s questions 
about the contents of the article. Wikipedia users may also communicate directly with each 
other lhrough Wikipedia using their Wikipedia user name. Wikipedia contains articles on the 
different national fiatenlities and sororities, including an article on KKG. 

One frequent contributor to the KKG entry is identified by the usemane 
".immyflathead," believed by investigators to be Dr. Ivins. In e-mails to- 

&Dr. Ivins. using his true name and the e-mail address jimmyflathead@,yal~oo.co~n, 
referenced information in the KKG article posted by "iimmyflathead" as his contributions. 
Additionally. w h e n  opens e-mail frdm jimy&2&head@yahoo.com, the "from" line on the 
e-mail reads: 

From: Bruce Ivins [mailto:jimmyflathead@yahoo.con~] 

indicating Bruce Ivins is jirnmyflathead@yahoo.com and was the sender of the e-mails received 
by I 

As cataloged in the history pages for the KKG entry, Dr. Ivins has attempted to post 
derogatory infonnation about the organization and its members as well as confidential 
information lcnown only to KKG's members. Dr. Ivins, as jimmyflathead, frequently "signed" 



his postings nn the discussion page as "jf". Dr. bins and other users have  previous!^ e~gagec! in 
an "edit war" on the KKG article. ,h edil: war is where a Wikipedia contributor posts 
information that is later deieted or changed by another contributor, and the contributors go back 
and forth deleting or changing each others contributions. o b s e r v e d  Dr. Ivins's postings 
and discussions with other users through the Wikipedia discussion forum in the KKG article and 
described his actions as follows: 

Every time someone removed information, he added it back, and 
added more negative information along with it. That was his usual 
threat - delete this again and I will add more negative information 
to this site or reveal more secrets. The sheer volume of information 
is that Cjimmyflathead] has is more than most members remember. 

Over the course of this edit war, Dr. Ivins provided his personal e-mail address to other 
contributors to e-mail him directly before they removed his contributions from the site. 
According to ~ r .  Ivins "seemed to encourage people to e-mail him directly1' and 
described such action as counter to the "culture" of Wikipedia, where contributors usually 
communicate with each other through the individual article talk pages or e-mail using their 
Wikipedia user name. By so doing, Dr. Ivins was also keeping other contributors out of the 
discussions about the IUCG article. 

ived an e-mail {h which is 
not affiliated wit 

c. Use of m E-mail Account to Possibly ~ i r n i c  
identity 

The above e-mail account is the most recently identified account It was discovered when 

information from Yahoo! Inc. listed an alternate e-mall address as 
go1dc~;pl~uenixll l@hotma~l.com;" a known e-mail address for Dr. Ivlns, however,- 

name was l~sted ~n the account information. It s h o ~ ~ l d  be noted that i s  the owner u l  the 
e-mall account 



4- per! register was established cr. this nrcount on Eecember 01,3007. - 
infortnation frolll Yahoo! revealed that the account had been accessed on September 25. 2007, 
additionally; they provided the following user identification for the e-mail address: 

Login Name: 
Alternate E-mail Address: 

C 
Name: 
Address: 
Account Created: November 0 1,2006 

d. E-mail Communications Revealing Previous Acts of Concealed 
Identity 

b 

(I) The E-mail Account: bruce.ivins@us.army.mil or 
bruce.ivins@arnedd.army.mil 

The investigation has also shown that Dr. Ivins has used the postal system to obscure his 
identity as the true sender of letters, gifts, and packages, by driving to locations outside of the 
Frederick, Maryland area, to reflect different postmarks on the packages. Additionally, this 
information has lead to Dr. Ivins equating his driving habits to those of people who go on walks. 
The following examples show Dr. Ivins use of the postal system, driving habits, and how he 
manipulates the infolnlation he provides his wife: 

E-mail February l ,  2001, fro111 Dr. Ivins: "I want to send to 
you a self-addressed (to ine) stamped envelope with some money 
in it. \hber, ycu get it, please send it !>ac!i to me in the mail. Then 
I can tell what happened and won't be lylng." 

E-mail March 4, 2001, from Dr. Ivins: "The reason I put 
different names on the packages and card is in your message to me 
below.. ..Then you recognized who sent you everything, despite 
the fact that they weren't sent from Frederick." 

E-mail March 13, 2001, from Dr. Ivins: "Then I got your 
e-mail making me wonder if you thought that I was trying to get 
something from you by sending you care packages, Christmas or 
birthday gifts, etc. That had me rather worried, so I decided to go 
ahead and send you the things, but from different places and with 
different names. The detergent fiom Laundry Boy was mailed 
ti-om Virginia during an IPT meeting. The gift certificate and 
bir-&hday card were mailed from Gaithersburg. The jacket - when it 
finally came - was to be mailed fi-om Gaithersburg, but you had 
already figured out who sent you everything else, so I just went 
ahead and sent it from Frederick." 



- .- -.- . 
g ~ f t  after approximately six moths of denials: 

E-mail March 28,2003, from- " ~ e  did 
tell me that he fessed up that he had indeed put t h e m  etc on 
YOU- -- I find that really, really strange. Oh well." 

told me an interesting thing while we were over there.. ... that he 

when both you and I asked him out right about it? Very odd. 
Sometimes (most of the time) I really don't get his motives behind 
anything he does. And, I think there are motives most of the time. 
It's a little scary actually to think he drove all the way up there in 
the middle of the night just to drop off a package." 

On March 3 1, 2005, during an admitted that t h e t r i p  was a 10 
to 1 ! lwur drive, and that "this was a surprise Dr. Ivins ackrlow!edgec! !!mt it was a !orig 
way to drive, and characterized the he had two herniated disks in 
his spinal column which made long drives ~~ncomfortable. Dr. Ivins also admitted that he had 
once driven to Gaithersburg, IvIaryland, 2nd sent a package to m s o m w o u l d  !lor 
immediateiy perceive from the postmark chat i t  ivas a package Iro~n ill111 w:iii a Frederick, 
Maryland postmarlc. When asked whether he had ever engaged in any similar driving activity, 
Dr. Ivins related that in the late 1990s he occasionally drove roundtrip from Frederick, Maryland 
to Flinstone, (a two hour and 30 minute round trip) where some f iends lived. Dr. Ivins did not 
visit liis friends on these trips, describing the journeys as just "mindless drives." Dr. lvins 
equated these drives with the way some people go for a long walk. 

Investigations revealed that Dr. Ivins informed people that he would drive places but tell 
his wife he was in the laboratory, and set back the odometer in his car. This information is 
significant because Dr. Ivins regularly worked at night, and could legitimately use it as an excuse 
with his fanzily to explain his absence from home. 



e. The Captiire of E-mails fi-om Bruce Ivins to Bruce Ivins 

(1) The E-mail A c c o u ~ ~ ~ :  Kingbadger7@aol.com 

This account is the oldest active personal account identified in the investigation. Pen 
registers show that Dr. Ivins frequently uses this account with activity as recent as February 04, 
2008. i n f o r m a t i o n  from AOL provided the following user identification for the 
above e-mail address: 

Screen Name: KingBadger7- 
Name: 
Address: 
Account Created: 

Bruce Ivins 
Frederick, MD 21702 

On multiple occasions, pen registers have captured Dr. Ivins sending e-mails from one of 
his e-mail accounts to another. A recent search of Dr. Ivins's home revealed a printed e-mail 
fiom KingBad~er7@aol.com to Dr. Ivins's work e-mail account discussing the 
AMERTTHRAX investigation. More precisely, in the e-mail, Dr. Ivins is attempting to draw 
attention to two other scientists from USAMlUID, w 
responsible for the anthrax mailings. Dr. Ivins name 
possible mailers of the anthrax letters of 2001. This 
outlined 11 reasons for Ivins's theory. Two years later when Ivins was asked who he believed 
could have accomplished the maili~lgs !~e  did !lar?:e these hvo individuals, however, he did not 
explain why he came to this conclusion. Additionally. he provided the names of other 
individuals as weil. Something he has done throughout rile course of the anthrax investigation. 

!- -. ,417 E-mail Co:nr~lunicatiorn with Similar Language to the 
Anthrax letters 

E-mail September 36. 300 1? from Dr. Ivins: "Osama Bin Laden has just decreed death to 
all Jews and all Americans." This e-mail is significant because it dispiays language similar to 
the text of the anthrax letters postmarked two weeks later warning "DEATH TO AMERICA," 
"DEATH TO ISRAEL." 

g. The Keepsake of Hundreds of Hand-Written or Typed 
Communications by Dr. Ivins 

Recently, a search was conducted at Dr. Ivins's residence. From this search, hundreds of 
hand-written or typed letters tolfrom Dr. Ivins tolfiom various members of society were 
collected. The majority of the letters were fi-om the early 1980s through the mid 1990s. Among 
others, Dr. Ivins sent letters to United States Senators as well as various news organizations. 

These seized letters are significant since all of the antluax-laden letters were sent to 
members of the Media or members of the United States Senate. Additionally, the envelopes of 
the anthrax-laden letters were addressed with a four digit extension to the ZIP code. The 



additicn of the k u r  dieits u shoLve",kn:v!edge by the m?i!er fcr reaching a specific person in the 
United States Senate. 

The anthrax letters were mailed anonymously and utilized a fictitious return address for 
the letters mailed to Washington, D.C. Dr. Ivins has ensaged in a pattern of sending letters and 
packages with fictitious return addresses in order to mask his identity. Similarly, Dr. Ivins has 
used and continues to use, the internet in ways that also conceal his identity, both in online 
postings, such as Wickipedia, and his specific e-mail accounts, as set forth above. Indeed, he has 
proven that he can make a 10-hour round-trip drive in the middle of the night to deliver a 
package without his family or friends, or even the recipient, becoming aware of this activity. 

Large e-mail providers allow customers to store their communications on their servers 
for as long as they wish. Dr. Ivins's keepsake of hundreds of hand-written or typed letters shows 
his affinity to keep his writings. Additionally, the thousands of e-mails collected from various 
computers of people either associated with 'LWWRlID or Dr. Ivins have revealed case-pertinent 
information. Specifically, Dr. Ivins's fascination with KKG was revealed from e-mail 
communications between coworkers and friends, as well as his own postings on the internet. 

The vast amount of collected e-mails and letters show Dr. Ivins is predisposed to 
communicate to others, revealing his innermost thoughts and feelings. Additionally, various 
cvidence also suggests that Ivins is taking steps to conceal his identity when he comn~unicates 
and possibly mimics the identity of others. suck as sending letters to the editor of a newspaper in 
the name of another, known individual. 

Based 01; file brcgoing, ! submit that :he:? is p b a b l e  cause to believe that a se3rch of 
the e-mail accounts described here and in Attachment A, may result in collection of evidence 
relevant to the dissemination of a Weapon of Mass Destruction (anthrax) through the U.S. mail 
system in September and October 2001 in violation of 18 U.S.C., Sections 2332a and 11 14. 
Specifically, the search may reveal additional computer files, e-mail accounts, or documentary 
evidence that may link Dr. Bruce Edwards Ivins to the anthrax mailings or his possible 
obstruction of the investigation. Furthermore, additional conspirators involved in the attacks 
may be identified. 

Because this affidavit is part of an ongoing investigation that would be jeopardized by 
premature disclosure of information, I further request that this Affidavit, the accompanying 
Order, and other related documents be filed under seal until further order of the Court. 



The statements contained in this .4ff;rdavit are based in part on inf~nnaticr, 
provided by FBI Special Agents and U.S. Postal Lnspectors, on observations made by law 
enforcement agents, and on my experience and background as an FBI Special Agent. I have not 
included each and every fact known to me concerning this investigation I have set forth only 
the facts that 1 believe are necessary to establish the necessary foundation for the search warrant. 

M ~ R L o  ARREDONDO 
Special Agent 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Sworn to before me this 

United 6 es D~strict Court 
for the District of Columbia . \ ' . L( .it. %\I I=,-i$i ;,p; ,' 

u: :,,& ,.*,,. --..,._-*> 'V.- - ..- .- - -I - . . _  



I. Search Procedure 

a. These search warrants will be presented to Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail 
personnel by 1a;v enforcement agents. Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail personnel will be 
directed to isolate. those accounts and files described in Section TI below; 

b. In order to minimize any disruption of computer service to innocent third parties, 
Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail employees will create exact duplicates of the computer 
accounts and files described in Section II below, including an exact duplicate of all information 
stored in the computer accounts and files described therein: 

c. Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotmail employees will provide the exact duplicates in 
electronic form of the accounts and files described in Section II below and all information stored 
in those accounts and files to law enforcement agents who need not be present during the 
duplication of the files; 

d. Law enforcement personnel will thereafter review the information stored in the 
accounts and files received from the Yahoo!, AOL, and MSN Hotrnail employees and then 
identify and copy only the information contained in those accounts and files which is authorized 
to be further copied as described in Section III below; and 

e. Law enforcement personnel will then seal the original duplicate of the accounts and 
files received ti-om Yahoo!, AOL. and MSN ~ o t n ~ a i l  employees and wiil not f~irtlier review the 
original cluplicates absent an order ofthe Court. 

11. Files and Accounts to be Copied by Yahoo!, AOE, and MSN Hotmail Employees 

a. All electronic mail stored and presently contained in, or on behalf of. the following 
electronic mail addresses and/or individual accounts: 

Yahoo!: iimmvflatheadlatlvahoo~dotlcom: and 

AOL: kingbadger7[at]aol[dot]com 

MSN Hotmail: goldenphoenix111 [at]hotmail[dot]com 

b. All existing printouts from original storage of all of the electronic mail described 
above in Section II(a); 

c. A11 transactional information of all activity of the electronic mail addresses and/or 
individual accounts described above in Section II(a), including log tiles, dates, times, methods of 
connecting, ports. dial-ups, and/or locations; 



In the Matter of the Search of 
RJame. address or hrief description of person nr Froperr). to be sezrc!:ed) 

Electronic mail stored in account kingbadger?@aol.com, 
controlled by America OnIine, Inc., 2200 AOL Way, Dulles. 
V 4  20166 SEARCH %VARRANT 

f i 3 - - 1  7 4 - M - 0 1  
CASE NUMBER:, - - 

TO: Marlo -4rredondo and any Authorized Officer of the United States 

 affidavit!^) having been made before me by Special .4p.ent Mario Arredondo who has reason to believe that 
(name. description and or locarion) 

Electronic mail stored in accounts kin~badper?CR'lnol.con:, controlled by America Gnline, Inc., 2200 AOL 
Way, Dulles, VA 9,0166 

in the Eastern District ofVirginia. there is now concealed a certain pel-son orproperty, namely rdescribc theperson orproper?) 

a11 information pertaining to this account, including stored data, TP addresses, and electronic mail, described 
more fully in Attachment .4. 

I am satisfied that the affidavw(s) and any recorded testimony establish probable cause to believe that the person or 
property so described is now concealed on the person or premises above-described and establish grounds for the issuance 
of this warrant. 

- p,pr:-. 

- -- 
3-- . - -  n-7 

~ O ~ ~ ~ A - ~ - ~ E ~ B ? !  cC!MnILAYDED to search on or before 
(Date) 

r 

(not to exceed 10 da ) the person or place named above for the erson or property specified, senring this warrant and 
making the search d (in the daytime - 6 0 0  A.M. to 10:OO P.M.) b (at any time ih the day or night as I fmd reasonable 
cause has been established) and if the person or property be found there to seize same, eaving a copy of this warrant and \ receipt for the person or property taken, and prepare a written inventory of the person or property seized and promptly 
return this warrant to the undersigned U.S. Judge/U.S. Magistrate Judge, as required by law. 

.A ,- .*. : 3  .?, + *<A,,+ .-'~ y> 
: > --3 

:.,, .: , j j <  ..A . .- 

Date and Time Issued, pursuant to the domestic 
terrorism search warrant ai.azs'@q oERjJ8?4l(b)(3) 

, . .* , - ,-..*-, 
. -  *,,. .;-= ; . - ..>. .. '. . I., ...:i . , .- d'..-Y:i:i 

Name and Title oiJudicial Officcr Signature of Judiciai 0 f f W  
' i  
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A 0  109 12/90) Sc~zure Warrant -- 
I 7  

DATE W A W N T  U C E I V E D  1 DATE AND TIME WP.PJuZNT M'AKRANT AND RECEIPT FOR ITEMS LEFT WITH 

I 

INVENTORY MADE IN THE PRESENCE O F  

11 rNVBNTOR'i' OF PROPERTY SEIZED PURSUANTTO THE WARRANT 
I1 ' 

1 I swear that this inventory is a true and detailed account of the property seized by me on the warrant. II 
FILED 

I 

- A P _ R - A 2 0 0 8 -  - 
_ 

W\I WER WHrmWGT@k CLERK 

Subscribed, sworn to, and returned b 

7 

I 
- 

I 


